ACROSS
1. Personal best pitches
5. Choose, as an action
10. Relaxed sound
13. Boxing ring model adornment
14. Eye part
16. It could be flat
17. Extremely, in slang
18. What a good agent does in the offseason
19. Bruins great Bobby
20. "Enough time for one more play; three points will win it. Here's the snap..."
23. Verizon Center, for one
26. "War of the ___"
27. "The tying run is on third; a home run will win it. The pitch..."
32. "Here Come the Warm Jets" artist
33. Like star power?
34. Ensure, as a victory
38. Like the center, but not necessarily the forward
40. Sat idly
42. Smaller than milli-
43. Like the Alps
45. Clemens, for one
47. "Real Sports with Bryant Gumbel" airer
48. "A fast break, the forward has the ball! Cross..."
51. One who poses for the camera
54. It'll drive your spouse out of bed
55. "Five seconds left, down by two. The inbound pass is clear... from three..."
59. University of Virginia fan
60. Reggae offshoot
35. University of Virginia fan
61. "___ through the grapevine"
62. Basra's country
66. About two shillings
67. Eye part
68. Onetime Gotham D.A. Harvey
69. Paragon of the Coriolis effect

DOWN
1. They lost in the BCS title games in 2007 and 2008
2. Sch. whose mascot is the Blazers
3. When repeated, a (very) natural sleep-aid
4. What clothes in the dryer sometimes do
5. Spheroids
6. Incan home
7. Sports car body
8. Outdoor bar theme
9. "And a ___" (common song starter)
10. "I've been ___!"
11. King who constructed the Second Temple in Jerusalem
12. Roving bands
15. Fires, sometimes
21. They're kept by the government
22. Wet behind the ears
23. Aids
24. Attacked
25. Where you may learn Anglais
28. Common ISP, initially
29. Light cigar
30. Bee sound aper
31. Thick coarse coat
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